December 3rd, 60 a.H

# 293

ABOUT THE NEWS
Media have the concentration span of a humm ingbird
The world's first International Media and Environment
Summit was held in Borneo, Malaysia, in the state of
Sarawak, between November 30 and December 2, 2005.
The world's media have been criticized for being too negative
in its reporting of environmental issues, crying wolf and
overstating the doomsday scenario and at the same time
having the concentration span of a hummingbird as stated
by David Suzuki, film-maker.
Alan Thompson, the Chief Executive of News World International, said: "It is all
very simple - the media leads public awareness, public awareness leads to public
opinion, public opinion leads to public policy."
The Prophet RAEL made the following statement,
following reports on this news event:
“This applies to all subjects, including how religious
minorities are described, sometimes called "sects" or
"cults"
One more time we need to replace journalists (and
politicians) who have "the concentration span of a
hummingbird" by real professionals, scientists mainly,
and mostly sociologists, psychologists, neurologists,
geneticists, to make new media (and governments) with
the concentration span of an eagle. To govern is to
envision the future and prepare mankind for it, but
actual governments predicted nothing and manage the
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present under panic as a result of their lack of vision of the future. And as
brilliantly said here "the media leads public awareness, public awareness leads to
public opinion, public opinion leads to public policy", and we saw it with the Nazi
holocaust, well prepared by people like Julius Streicher. Canadian Raelians
experience it in their every day life as the result of a hatred campaign organized
by the Quebec media. This is why the responsibility of the media is so important.
This is also why the people must read the media with a critical eye, protest
against those misleading the public and boycott them if they don't change their
tone. The internet revolution is a wonderful weapon against these bad media, and
thankfully, internet news sites have already replaced traditional media and
brought many of them to bankruptcy. The diversification of news sources and
possibilities to see different views of the world events thanks to the internet is the
solution to the problem. The success of Aljezeera, with more than 50 % of its
website readers being Americans, prove that the world population is starting to
escape from being indoctrinated by official traditional national media. As "the
media leads public awareness, public awareness leads to public opinion, public
opinion leads to public policy" the multiplication of source of information leads to
public awareness, which lead to a more rational public opinion, which then will
force public policy to adopt more intelligent and respectful policies. We see it with
the growing contestation of Bush’s illegal war in Iraq, but we will also see it in all
other matters, like world environment protection, and religious minorities respect
amongst many others. A more educated public, thanks to the internet, means a
huge change in expected results of votes. Finally the people's power is able to
change the world by taking control of its own information and not letting anymore
the traditional national official media forge their opinion."

Church and State must be separat ed… .

In a letter sent to the Vatican last month,
the Korean President Roh said that the
appointment of another cardinal is 'the
dearest wish of all Korean people'. How can
President Roh make such a statement
when there are much more non-Catholic
members than Catholic members in Korea?
As He is still denied entrance in the
country, The Prophet Rael addressed the
Korean people in these terms:
"The international laws, the Human Rights
as protected by the United Nations and the
Korean Constitution, all say that it is mandatory that church and state be
separated. President Roh, by claiming that "the appointment of another Korean
Catholic cardinal is the dearest wish of all Korean people", is clearly insulting
non-Catholic people who are a majority in Korea with 91.8 % of the population. Is
it the "dearest wish" of Korean Buddhists who are a clear majority in Korea with
26.7 % to have a Korean Catholic cardinal nominated? With only 8.2 % of
Catholics amongst the Korean population how can the 91.8 % of non-Catholics
have as "dearest wish" the fact that a new Korean cardinal is nominated? This is
also an insult to the 21.6 % of Korean Protestants who absolutely do not
care about a new Korean Catholic cardinal. President Roh must apologize to the
91.8 % of non-Catholic people who are clearly insulted by such a letter. By
opposition the Dalai Lama was denied by the Korean government entrance into
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Korea, as well as Rael who still cannot come to Korea despite numerous and
continuous protests. The interdiction of access to Korea of the Maitreya RAEL
was decided under the pressure of the Catholic Church. Then all Koreans should
ask President Roh if Catholicism is becoming a state religion in Korea. For sure if
this is the case, Buddhists, Protestants and all other non-Catholic people will
remember this insult in the next elections.”

In Mexico as well….

One of the de arest goals of Este ban, the national guide of Mexico, is to he lp
indigenous people in his country,
following the recommendation of our
Be love d Prophe t. The situation of the se
peoples is re ally difficult and Este ban has
alre ady me t the indige nous le aders of the
Mexicanidad, he is going to classes to
learn the nahuatl language so that he can
understand them better, understand their
philosophy. He even learned to dance with
them J … He will soon let us know more
about some actions he is planning.
Meanwhile here are some excerpts of a
press release he sent this week.
“Mr. Miguel Hernández is an indigenous
from San Juan Chamula, Chiapas and a
Mexican citizen. According to the article
published in El Diario this month, Mr. Hernandez was sanctioned by the religious
authorities from his region to pay $5000 pesos for converting into an Evangelical
and for leaving traditional Catholicism. The Mexican Raelian Movement requests
Xóchitl Gálvez, who is the head of the governmental National Commission for the
Development of Indigenous Peoples that the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights be translated in the languages and dialects of the poorest indigenous
districts to make it public in all their official school books, and also urgently
inform Mr. Miguel Hernández of his rights.
....
Why is it that the freedom of beliefs doesn’t exist in San Juan Chamula? The
answer is simple and obvious, “Ignorance and marginalization”. These religious
fanatics do not respect the Mexican constitution and Mr. Hernandez rights. Mr.
Hernandez may have never seen or read the Mexican Constitution and may not
know that his rights have been violated. We understand that freedom is linked to
knowledge, but mostly to the wisdom that inspired those who wrote the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, that Mr. Hernandez may not be aware of.
The members of the Mexican Raelian Religion support entirely Mr. Hernandez in
his right to leave a religion that no longer suits him and choose the one that is
more convenient. It is a fundamental right that neither politician, nor religious
figure may intervene in this completely legitimate step. It is part of any Mexican
citizen’s rights and Mr. Hernandez is entitled to that right like everyone else.”
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Esteban also told us that when an indigenous person becomes Protestant, not
only he has a fine to pay but also he is denied access to water and electricity....
The Prophet RAEL asked the Mexican Raelian Movement to officially send his
support to Mr Hernandez and all those who suffer the same way.

NEWS ABOUT SHIZUE

Shizue is back home!!!!
Thank you all for your devote d thoughts, the y certainly
contributed to her quick recove ry… The neurosurge on in
charge of he r told her she would need to stay at least a
month in hospital, and here she is, 10 days late r, out of
the re !!! She still has to go through lots of healing and pain
but the worst is ove r. The neurosurgeon admitte d he was
really amaze d on how fast she recove re d. Thank you all fo r
your help and thank you Shizue for your beautiful
e xample…. And, if I may…. Thank You Be loved Prophet and thank You Elohim J

THE LITTLE CONSCIENCE CELLS WHOM
WE ARE,
IN ACTION ALL OVER THE
PLANET…
In Malta.... a little Bombshell by Marcus
I had such a fun time recently, I have to share it with you: as you
might know, CHOGM (Commonwealth Heads of Governments
Meetings) is presently being held in Malta, bringing together
heads of governments, kings, queens, prime ministers and
decision making bodies of 53 countries from the British
Commonwealth for a week’s group conference to decide global
policies. Their method is to encourage "Civic" input, meaning
that a select number of civilian delegates representing specific
groups from these countries are also invited to participate in
their discussions and input into governmental and panCommonwealth decisions.
So I slipped into the conference center with the intention of leaving the "Raelian
mark" on it somehow. I was not sure what, but I knew there will be plenty of
matters to address while there.
It was during one such discussion on AIDS that I saw my first opportunity. The
question was how to prevent the spread of AIDS and alleviate the pain of those
who have it. So I stood up and introduced myself as Dr Wenner, representing the
Association of Raelian Scientists to the 400 delegates there, and asked the panel:
"The pope publicly announced that the virus penetrates condoms and that AIDS
is a punishment of god - how does the panel propose to stop this type of
destructive and irresponsible activity?"
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There was a huge silence right after my question and no one knew how to react.
Finally one member of the panel gave a stupid answer, but I did not care, I was
jubilant as the bomb had been dropped, giving one more blow against the pope
and announcing the Raelian Movement to Malta. At the end, as the delegates
exited the room, I could feel all their shocked eyes on me, especially the Maltese
who are more Catholic than Rome itself and had a few animated discussions with
some of them later in the "tea and biscuits" room. The whole thing was such a
buzz, such a satisfying pleasure, that I am still savoring the thought of it and am
looking forward to the next hit!

DIFFUSION IN SLOVAKIA
By Jean Marie Briaud
To go into a new
country to bring the
Messages
is
so
exciting
for
the
neurons. It gave me
the huge pleasure to
feel at the right
place, at the right
time, with the right
people – one of the
definitions
of
hapiness!
We went first to
Levocha, a small
town of Slovakia,
after spending one
night in Salzburg and making a little stop at Mozart’s house.
We first tried to find a printing shop where we could make a few copies of the pdf
format of the book. After reading a few lines, the person doing the printing
realized quickly that it wasn’t in agreement with his philosophy as he happens to
be responsible for a local Catholic association and thus he became hesitant to go
ahead. He forgot his dilemma as soon he saw the one-thousand-crown banknotes
freshly taken from a nearby ATM...
A few days later we went to Kosice, the second biggest town in the country where
Martin is living, He is almost the only Raelian of the country. Together, we
organized a conference in Kosice for Saturday and one in Bratislava on Sunday.
Our first ad talking about eternal life and cloning was refused by the
newspapers... the Catholic power is quite strong over there...
We put posters around the University, distributed tracts and finally got 10 very
interested people. Some of them joined us for dinner after the conference and two
expressed their wish to do their cellular plan transmission. Also since the
beginning of our trip, 30 e-books have been downloaded!
Gerard is asking us to go and develop new countries, if we feel like it…. I am
telling you, it is really a great experience! Not only you feel better inside, being in
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the action, but also you can see the pleasure of the Raelians who are too far to
join for seminars but eager to learn more and do more…
In Quebec... Let’s protect the Creation of the Elohim
By France Blais

No wind or storm could have stopped me to go to
this small inn in Estrie for this special bath of
consciousness, the Fall seminar....
We were 150 to attend this weekend of training
organized by Michel Chabot, intense and full of
surprise. The theme was launched with the video
of Mickael Jackson, “Earth Song”, to make us feel
the urge to save the Planet, as it is possible...
And this is what the guides explained to us during
the whole weekend, starting with Jocelyn Chabot
who made a summary of all the actions that have
been organized through the year, commenting also
on the last one where we tried to protect what is
the most precious on Earth, the conscience of the
Elohim on Earth.... The RAELIANS. Jocelyn reminded us that if we don’t do it, no
one else will. So the Raelians from Quebec stood up and defended their rights in
front of the politician Marois.
We also had the privilege to hear our bishop
guides Nicole Bertrand and Daniel Chabot
answer our questions... so much love !!!
We all shared a big emotion when one of us
asked : “ How can I be true to myself since I
don’t wear my symbol at work”?
Nicole then asked us to meditate on this
sentence : “I am nothing but a piece of
stardust in the universe, but I have an infinite
value, even if nobody loves me, because I have
the power to give Love”... a sentence to help us get detached from the need to be
loved so that we can love the others and also be true to ourselves.
Daniel Chabot reminded us also to stop our inner fight, within ourselves, as this
is so destructive.
At the end of the weekend, we had the priviledge to hear our Bishop Guide
Mehran, talking about love and science. He has been asked by our Beloved
Prophet to develop the Global Index of Pollution and he told us more about this
beautiful endeavor. He reminded us that even the weakest of us can talk to the
greatest scientists of the Planet as we have the Messages inside each one of us...
Wow... what else can we say?
Thank you dear Bishop Guides for your time and love, thank you Michel for
organizing everything! It has been an amazing seminar!
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THE PICTURE OF THE WEEK

You may reme mber Miguel Contreras, me ntioned a fe w contacts ago as the new
cele brity Te am le ader for South America….
Here is one of his paintings, named Eloimzacion, our se lection of the week.
You can see more of his art he re:
http://mx.geocities.com/miguel_contreras_melchor/index.html
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